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pretation. . If, indeed, a highly civilized and enlightened
European is obliged to live among primitive conditions for a
long time it often happens that he has some unusual
experiences that defy a rationalistic interpretation.
One of the essential determinants of a belief in spirits is
the dream. Persons appear in most dreams, and the primitive
believes them to be spirits or souls. The dream has for him
an incomparably higher value than it has for a civilized man.
He is usually a good deal taken up with his dreams; he talks
much about them and attributes an extraordinary importance
to them. When he talks of his dreams he is frequently unable
to discriminate between them and actual facts. They are
quite real to him. A competent explorer of primitive psycho-
logy says: ' Le reve est k vrai dieu des primitifs.' To the
civilized man dreams as a rule appear valueless; yet there
are some individuals who attribute a high importance to
them, at least to particularly weird or impressive dreams.
Such impressive dreams make one understand why the
primitive should conceive them as inspirations. It is of the
essence of an inspiration that there must be something that
inspires, viz. a spirit or a ghost, although the modern mind
would not draw such a conclusion. The appearance of the
dead in a dream is a particularly strong argument for the
primitive belief in spirits.
r, Further grounds for belief in spirits are found in psycho-
genetic nervous diseases, especially those of a hysterical
character, which are not rare among primitives. As such
troubles arise out of psychological conflicts, mostly of an
unconscious order, they appear to the naive mentality as
though caused by certain persons, living or dead, who are
in some way connected with the individual's conflict. If
the person is dead, the assumption that his spirit is persecuting
the living is easily arrived at. As the origin of pathogenetic
conflicts frequently goes back to early childhood and is
connected with memories of the parents, it naturallyk follows
that the spirits of relatives are particularly revered or feared

